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more of a sequel than a simple remake, dungeon siege ii continues the party-based, dungeon
exploration, and skill development focus of the previous game. the story of the adventure,

while still tied to the pre-existing mythos of the first game, is really where this game shines.
its extremely well written, interesting characters, intriguing quest-line, and a well-paced story
make for a fantastic adventure. the game's new visuals are more polished and colorful than

before, although the game still retains the same old-school 3d graphics and style. at the time
of this review, the game was plagued by a high audio lag that affected each playthrough as
well as random framerate drops. dungeon siege ii is a nearly perfect sequel to the original.
the best of both worlds are the party-based combat, exploration, and character growth. the
game also has a new graphical style, a much better soundtrack, and a more polished story.
everything from the original dungeon siege is still present in this game, including the great

story, the great gameplay, and the ability to play the game a second time. that ability in and
of itself makes this a great game and, more importantly, one that every rpg player should

have played. even though it was released in 2006, dungeon siege ii is a classic. the 3d
graphics are still the same but the frame rate issues that plagued the first game have been

ironed out. the story is excellent, as you would expect from the creator of the first game. the
game is still fun, and can be played again and again. because dungeon siege ii is a single-
player, multiplayer-focused title, most of the game's content is created to be played alone.

however, players can import their dungeon siege and dungeon siege ii characters into
dungeon siege ii, allowing them to experience the same gameplay settings, equipment, and

scenarios in a multiplayer environment.
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maybe this is where the game breaks from other role-playing games, and that is in how you deal
with enemy encounters. instead of those oft-seen enemy encounter and quest systems where

you run into a group of foes and theres a single quest indicator that leads you somewhere, here
enemies come in flocks of six or ten, and every encounter requires you to group up with a party.
the noob-friendly training system where you get an entirely new party of chosen four of your own
party members for one small fee and can just walk around town while they do the work for you

just doesn't really exist. when theres a battle with a large party, you'll be having to take turns to
fight the enemies, using special attacks to group up with an enemy and have one of you attack
while the other two hold them back. so even though there's a way for this game to be played on
a single-player basis, theres no way for it to be played on a multiplayer setting. bk: when a game

is finished, we test it in early access. this is the version that you see in stores. we thought that
the early access version would let you play the game for a while and see it in action, see where

the game was going and how we were developing it. we also thought that it would give players a
chance to see how our systems handle the randomization that has to happen during the game. in

dungeon siege ii, we've made a few significant changes to how that randomization happens.
these changes improved the way our systems worked together and let us get more levels, more
content, more things to do in the game world, and more quests. it's the exact same game as the
early access version, but it's better and has more to do. now that the game is finished, we'll be

releasing dungeon siege ii with all these improvements to the public. 5ec8ef588b
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